Comparison of electroencephalographic dipoles of interictal spikes from prolonged scalp video-electroencephalography and magnetoencephalographic dipoles from short-term recording in children with extratemporal lobe epilepsy.
We retrospectively compared electroencephalographic (EEG) dipoles of interictal spikes from prolonged video-EEG monitoring with magnetoencephalographic dipoles from short-term recording in four children with extratemporal lobe epilepsy. We analyzed both sets of dipoles using individual interictal spikes and single moving dipole modeling and evaluated the profiles of spike appearance, dipole position, and orientation in EEG and magnetoencephalography. We obtained more than 100 magnetoencephalographic spikes in two patients who manifested frequent interictal EEG spikes throughout both day and night but fewer than 40 magnetoencephalographic spikes in two patients who had interictal EEG spikes mainly during sleep. The dipole positions of EEG and magnetoencephalography were in close proximity and included in the surgical resection area. Most of the dipoles between EEG and magnetoencephalography were oriented perpendicularly. A combination of EEG dipole analysis from prolonged video-EEG monitoring and magnetoencephalographic dipole analysis provides complementary information for presurgical evaluation in children with intractable extratemporal lobe epilepsy.